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Representations of quantum tori
and double-affine Hecke algebras.
Vladimir Baranovsky, Sam Evens, and Victor Ginzburg
Abstract
We study a BGG-type category of infinite dimensional representations
of H[W ], a semi-direct product of the quantum torus with parameter q,
built on the root lattice of a semisimple group G, and the Weyl group of
G. Irreducible objects of our category turn out to be parameterized by
semistable G-bundles on the elliptic curve C∗/qZ. In the second part of the
paper we construct a family of algebras depending on a parameter v that
specializes to H[W ] at v = 0, and specializes to the double-affine Hecke
algebra
••
H , introduced by Cherednik, at v = 1. We propose a Deligne-
Langlands-Lusztig type conjecture relating irreducible
••
H -modules to Higgs
G-bundles on the elliptic curve. The conjecture may be seen as a natural
‘v-deformation’ of the classification of simple H[W ]-modules obtained in the
first part of the paper. Also, an ‘operator realization’ of the double-affine
Hecke algebra, as well as of its Spherical subalgebra, in terms of certain
‘zero-residue’ conditions is given.
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1 Introduction.
We introduce a non-commutative deformation of the algebra of regular
functions on a torus. This deformation H, called quantum torus algebra,
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depends on a complex parameter q ∈ C∗. We further introduce a certain
category M(H,A) of representations of H which are locally-finite with re-
spect to a commutative subalgebra A ⊂ H whose ‘size’ is one-half of that of
H (our definition is modeled on the definition of the category O of Bernstein-
Gelfand-Gelfand). We classify all simple objects ofM(H,A) and show that
any object of M(H,A) has finite length.
In §3 we consider quantum tori arising from a pair of lattices coming
from a finite reduced root system. Let W be the Weyl group of this root
system. We classify all simple modules over the twisted group ring H[W ]
which belong to M(H,A) as H-modules. In §4 we show that the twisted
group ring H[W ] is Morita equivalent to HW , the ring of W -invariants.
In §5 we establish a bijection between the set of simple modules over
the algebra H[W ] associated with a semisimple simply-connected group G,
and the set of pairs (P,α), where P is a semistable principal G-bundle on
the elliptic curve E = C∗/qZ, and α is a certain ‘admissible representation’
(cf. Definition 5.4) of the finite group Aut(P )/(Aut P )◦.
In §6 we construct a family of algebras ••H v depending on a parameter v,
such that
••
H v ≃ H[W ], when v = 0, and
••
H v is the double-affine Hecke alge-
bra, when v = 1. An analogue of Deligne-Langlands-Lusztig conjecture for
the double-affine Hecke algebra
••
H is proposed. In §7 we give an explicit re-
alization of the double-affine Hecke algebra
••
H as a subalgebra of the twisted
group ring H
frac
[W ], for a certain enlargement H
frac
of H. We finally intro-
duce an important spherical subalgebra in
••
H v, that specializes, at v = 0, to
the subalgebra in H[W ], formed by W -invariants in the quantum torus.
2 Holonomic modules over quantum tori.
Choose to a finite rank abelian group V, referred to as a lattice, a positive
integer n and a skew symmetric 1nZ-valued bilinear form ω : V ×V → 1nZ
(where 1nZ is the group of all rational numbers of the form
a
n , a ∈ Z).
Associated to these data is the Heisenberg central extension
0→ 1
n
Z→ V˜→ V→ 0.
Here V˜ = V ⊕ 1nZ as a set, and the group law on V˜ is given by
(v1, z1) ◦ (v2, z2) = (v1 + v2, z1 + z2 + ω(v1, v2)) , vi ∈ V, zi ∈ 1
n
Z.
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Let CV˜ denote the group algebra of V˜ formed by all C-linear combinations∑
g∈V˜ cg[g]. Given a complex number q ∈ C∗ together with a choice of
its n-th root q
1
n , we define a quantum torus, Hq(V, ω), as the quotient of
CV˜ modulo the two-sided ideal generated by the (central) element [(0, 1n)]−
q
1
n · [(0, 0)]. We write ev for the image of [(v, 0)] ∈ CV˜ in Hq(V, ω). The
elements {ev , v ∈ V} form a C-basis of Hq(V, ω), and we have
ev1 · ev2 = qω(v1,v2) · ev1+v2 , ∀v1, v2 ∈ V.
Remarks. 1) Replacing ω by nω and q
1
n by q we can reduce to the situation
when n = 1. However, for the later applications to double affine Hecke
algebras it is convenient to work with the fractional powers of q assuming
that all appropriate roots are fixed.
2) Note that we do not assume that ω is a perfect pairing, i.e., the
map: V → 1nHom(V,Z) , given by: v 7→ ω(v,−) is injective but is not
necessarily surjective; its image may be a sublattice of finite index. 
Lemma 2.1. If the form ω is non-degenerate, and q is not a root of unity,
then the algebra Hq(V, ω) is simple.
Proof. Suppose h =
∑s
i=1 cie
vi is an element of a two-sided ideal J ⊂
Hq(V, ω), where all vi ∈ V are distinct, and all the ci ∈ C are nonzero. We
claim that evi ∈ J for every i, whence J = Hq(V, ω) since the elements evi
are invertible.
To prove the claim, we use the non-degeneracy of ω and the assumption
that all the vectors vi are distinct to find an element v ∈ V such that
ω(v, vi) 6= ω(v, vj), for any i 6= j. Hence, since q is not a root of unity, we
conclude
qk·ω(v,vi) 6= qk·ω(v,vj) , ∀k = 1, 2, . . . , whenever i 6= j. (2.1.1)
Now, for any k = 0, 1, . . . , set uk := e
k·vhe−k·v ∈ J . We have
uk = e
k·vhe−k·v =
∑
ci · ek·vevie−k·v =
s∑
i=1
ci · qk·ω(v,vi) · evi .
Observe that the determinant of the matrix aik := q
k·ω(v,vi) is the Wander-
monde determinant
∏
i>j(q
k·ω(v,vi)−qk·ω(v,vj)). By (2.1.1) this determinant
is non-zero, so that the matrix is invertible. Hence, each of the elements
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ev1 , . . . , evs can be expressed as a linear combination of the u0, . . . , us−1 ∈ J ,
and the claim follows. 
Remark. If qm = 1, then the elements (1− emv), v ∈ V are in the center of
Hq(V, ω), hence any such element generates a non-trivial two-sided ideal.
Fix a pair of lattices X, Y and a non-degenerate pairing 〈 , 〉 : X×Y →
1
nZ. From now on, we take V = X⊕Y, where the form ω on X⊕Y is given
by
ω(x⊕ y, x′ ⊕ y′) := 〈x, y′〉 − 〈x′, y〉 , x, x′ ∈ X, y, y′ ∈ Y,
Let H = Hq(X ⊕ Y, ω) denote the corresponding algebra. The elements
{ex, x ∈ X}, resp. {ey, y ∈ Y}, span the commutative subalgebra CX ⊂
H, resp., CY ⊂ H, and there is a natural vector space (but not algebra)
isomorphism H ≃ CX⊗
C
CY . The algebra structure is determined by the
commutation relations
eyex = q<x,y>exey , ∀x ∈ X, y ∈ Y. (2.2)
We introduce the complex torus T := Hom(X,C∗) so that X ≃
Homalg group(T,C
∗) . Any element x ∈ X may be viewed as a C∗-valued
regular function t 7→ x(t) on T . For y ∈ Y, the element n · y ∈ n ·Y gives a
well-defined element φny ∈ Homalg group(C∗, T ) = Hom(X,Z). We let qy ∈ T
be φny(q
1
n ). The assignment y 7→ qy identifies the lattice Y with a finitely
generated discrete subgroup qY ⊂ T .
Let A be a commutative C-algebra and α : A → C an algebra ho-
momorphism, referred to as a weight. For an A-module M , let M(α) :=
{m ∈ M | am = α(a) · m, ∀a ∈ A} denote the corresponding weight sub-
space.
Definition. Given a C-algebra H with a commutative subalgebra A ⊂ H,
define
• M(H,A) to be the category of finitely generated H-modules M such
that the H-action on M restricted to A is locally finite, that is for any
m ∈M we have dim
C
A ·m <∞.
• Mss(H,A) to be the full subcategory of M(H,A) consisting of A-
diagonalizable H-modules, i.e. H-modules M of the form
M =
⊕
α∈Weights ofA
M(α) and dimCM(α) <∞ , ∀α.
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Note that if A = C then M(H,A) = Mss(H,A) is just the category of
finitely generated H-modules.
In this section we will be concerned with the special case H = H
A = A := CX ⊂ H , (we also fix q ∈ C∗, not a root of unity). Observe
that any object M ∈ M(H,A) is generated by a finite dimensional A-
stable subspace. It follows that M is finitely generated over the subalgebra
CY ⊂ H, due to the vector space factorization H = CY · CX. Since CY is
a Noetherian algebra, we deduce that, any H-submodule N ⊂M is finitely
generated over H, whence N ∈ M(H,A). Thus, M(H,A) is an abelian
category. Note the canonical algebra isomorphism CX ≃ C[T ] , where
C[T ] stands for the algebra of regular polynomial functions on T . Thus, the
set of weights of the algebra A = CX is canonically identified with T .
For λ ∈ T , define an H-module Mλ as a C-vector space with basis
{vµ , µ ∈ λ · qY ⊂ T} and with H-action given by
ey(vµ) = vµ·qy , e
x(vµ) = x(µ) · vµ. (2.3)
The module Mλ has the following interpretation. Write Iµ for the maximal
ideal in C[T ] corresponding to a point µ ∈ T , and let Cµ := C[T ]/Iµ be the
sky-scraper sheaf at µ. Let C[λ · qY] := ⊕µ∈λ·qY Cµ be the (not finitely
generated) C[T ]- module formed by all C-valued, finitely supported functions
on the set λ · qY. Define an H-action on C[λ · qY] by the formulas
ex(f) : t 7→ x(t) · f(t) , ey(f) : t 7→ f(qy · t). (2.4)
Thus, x ∈ X and y ∈ Y act via multiplication by the function x(t) and shift
by qy, respectively. It is straightforward to verify that sending vµ ∈ Mλ , µ ∈
λ · qY to the characteristic function of the one-point set {µ} establishes an
isomorphism of H-modules Mλ ∼−→C[λ · qY] intertwining the actions (2.3)
and (2.4), respectively.
Clearly, Mλ ∈Mss(H,A). Moreover, it is obvious from the isomorphism
Mλ ≃ C[λ · qY] that Mλ ≃ Mµ if µ ∈ λ · qY. Thus, the modules Mλ are
effectively parametrized (up to isomorphism) by the points of the variety:
Λ := T/qY . When |q| 6= 1, Λ is an abelian variety. Observe that the
modules corresponding to two different points of Λ have disjoint weights,
hence are non-isomorphic.
Proposition 2.5. (i) Mλ is a simple H-module, for any λ ∈ Λ. Moreover,
the set {Mλ, λ ∈ Λ} is a complete collection of (the isomorphism classes of)
simple objects of the category M(H,A).
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(ii) Any object of the category Mss(H,A) is isomorphic to a finite direct
sum
⊕
λ∈Λ Mλ, in particular, the category M
ss
(H,A) is semisimple.
(iii) Any object of the category M(H,A) has finite length.
Proof. Let M ∈ M(H,A). An easy straightforward calculation shows that,
for any non-zero element m ∈ M(λ), the H-submodule in M generated by
m is isomorphic to Mλ. This, combined with the observation preceding the
proposition proves part (i).
SinceM is finitely generated, one can find finitely many weights λ1, . . . ,
λs ∈ T such that all weights of M are contained in (λ1 ·qY)∪ . . .∪ (λs ·qY)
and, moreover, λi 6= λj mod qY whenever i 6= j. It follows, since all weights
of M are in (λ1 · qY)∪ . . . ∪ (λs · qY), that M is generated by the subspace⊕s
i=1M(λi). Furthermore, the same calculation as in the first part implies
that the H-submodule in M generated by this subspace is isomorphic to⊕s
i=1Mλi ⊗M(λi). This proves part (ii).
To prove (iii), suppose M ∈ M(H,A). We use induction on the mini-
mal dimension d of an A-invariant subspace V ⊂M which generates M over
H. It follows from the definitions that if d = 1 then M ≃ Mλ for some λ.
If d > 1, choose a non-zero vector v ∈ V of some A-weight λ and note that
such a choice induces a non-zero homomorphism of H-modules Mλ → M .
Since Mλ is simple, this homomorphism is necessarily injective. The quo-
tient M/Mλ is generated by an A-invariant subspace V/〈v〉, hence we can
apply the assumption of induction to this H-module, and (iii) follows. 
3 H[W ]-modules.
Let ∆ ⊂ h be a finite reduced root system. Let W be the Weyl group of ∆
and let X ⊂ h∨, Y ⊂ h be a pair of W -invariant lattices associated with ∆,
such as e.g., the (co)root and weight lattices. The groupW acts naturally on
X and on Y. The diagonal W -action on X⊕Y makes H = H(X⊕Y) a left
W -module withW -action w : h 7→ wh , h ∈ H.Write HW for the subalgebra
of W -invariants. Further, introduce a twisted group algebra, H[W ], as the
complex vector space H⊗C C[W ] with multiplication:
(f ⊗ w) · (g ⊗ y) = (f · wg)⊗ (w · y) f, g ∈ H, w, y ∈W
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We use similar notation H[W ′] for any subgroup W ′ ⊂ W , and view CX,
resp. CY, as a commutative subalgebra of H[W ′] via the composition of
imbeddings CX →֒ H →֒ H[W ′].
The group W acts naturally on T and on Λ = T/qY. Given λ ∈ T ,
consider its image in Λ, and let W λ ⊂ W denote the isotropy group of the
image of λ. The W λ-action on T keeps the subset λ · qY stable, hence we
may define W λ-action on Mλ by the assignment w : vµ 7→ vw(µ). This way
we make the twisted group algebra, H[W λ], act on Mλ.
Theorem 3.1 (cf. [LS, 2.1]). If M ∈ Mss(H,A), then the restriction of
M to HW -module is semisimple, i.e., M ∈ Mss(HW ,AW ). Furthermore,
Ind
H[W ]
H
M ∈ Mss(H[W ],A).
Proof. This follows from Proposition 2.5 and the twisted version of Maschke
Theorem, see [M, Theorems 0.1 and 7.6(iv)]. 
Let Mλ(H[W λ],A) be the full subcategory of Mss(H[W λ],A) formed
by the modules M such that all the weights of the A-action belong to the
coset λ · qY.
Let M ∈ Mλ(H[W λ],A). Note that the subgroup W λ does not neces-
sarly map the weight space M(λ) into itself: if w ∈ W λ then by definition
of W λ we have w(λ) ∈ λ · qY. Thus, it is possible that w(λ) 6= λ so that ,
for m ∈ M(λ), the element w(m) is pushed out of the M(λ). We define a
”corrected” dot-action w : m 7→ w ·m of the group W λ on the vector space
M(λ) as follows. As we have seen by definition, for any w ∈W λ, there exists
a uniquely determined y ∈ Y such that w(λ) = λ ·qy. Then, for m ∈M(λ),
put w ·m = e−yw(m). Here w(m) ∈M stands for the result of w-action on
m, and we claim that the element e−yw(m) belongs to M(λ) (while w(m)
is not, in general).
Write M(W λ) for the category of finite dimensional CW λ-modules.
With the dot-action of W λ introduced above, we may now define a functor
(cf. [LS, 2.2]) Φ : Mλ(H[W λ],A)  M(W λ) by the assignment M 7→
M(λ). On the other hand, given a representation N of W λ one has an
obvious H[W λ]-action on Mλ ⊗C N and this gives a functor Ψ :M(W λ)  
Mλ(H[W λ],A).
Theorem 3.2. The functors Ψ and Φ are mutually inverse equivalences.
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Proof. One has ΦΨ(N) ≃ N . If M is in Mλ and M(λ) = Φ(M) then by
theorem 3.1, M ≃ (Mλ)⊕m as H-module and hence M = H ·M(λ). Thus,
there is a morphism of H-modules ψ : Ψ(M(λ)) = Mλ ⊗C M(λ)→M given
by hvλ⊗m 7→ h(m). The map ψ is injective since Mλ is simple over H. One
can easily check that ψ is actually an isomorphism of H[W λ]-modules. 
Since H is a subalgebra of H[W λ] one may regard H[W λ] as a right
H-module. Let Ŵ λ denote the set of isomorphism classes of simple W λ-
modules.
Proposition 3.3 (cf. [LS, 2.4]). There is an H[W λ]-module decomposition
H[W λ]⊗H Mλ ∼=
⊕
χ∈Ŵλ
(Mλ ⊗C χ)⊕dχ , dχ := dimχ
Furthermore, the H[W λ]-modules {Mλ ⊗C χ , χ ∈ Ŵ λ} are simple and pair-
wise non-isomorphic.
Proof. Φ(H[W λ]⊗H Mλ) is the left regular representation of W λ. 
For any χ ∈ Ŵ λ, put Vχ := Ψ(χ) = Mλ ⊗C χ ∈ Mλ(H[W λ],A) . Set
Zχ := Ind
H[W ]
H[Wλ]
Vχ = H[W ]
⊗
H[Wλ]
Vχ ∈ Mss(H[W λ],A).
Theorem 3.4 (cf. [LS, 2.5]). There is an H[W ]-module isomorphism
H[W ]⊗H Mλ ∼=
⊕
χ∈Ŵλ
Zχ
⊕dχ
Furthermore, Zχ are simple pairwise non-isomorphic H[W ]-modules.
Proof. We have an obvious isomorphism:
H[W ]⊗H Mλ ∼= H[W ]⊗H[Wλ] H[W λ]⊗H Mλ.
The decomposition of the Theorem now follows from Proposition 3.3. To
prove that Zχ are simple H[W ]-modules we write an H[W ]-module direct
sum decomposition:
Zχ ∼=
⊕s
j=1
wjVχ and wjVχ ∼= (Mhj(λ))⊕dχ ,
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where w1 = e, . . . , ws, are representatives in W of the right cosets W/W
λ.
Any simple H-submodule of Zχ is contained in some wjVχ.
By Theorem 3.1, the H[W ]-module H[W ]⊗HMλ is semisimple. There-
fore, Zχ, being a direct summand of a semisimple module, is a semisim-
ple H[W ]-module. Hence Zχ contains a simple submodule M with a non-
zero projection from M to wjVχ. Viewing M as an H-module we see that
M =
⊕
j (M ∩wjVχ). Since Vχ is a simple H[W λ]-module, we have Vχ ⊂M
and therefore
⊕
j wjVχ ⊂M . Hence Zχ =M .
Finally, any isomorphism θ : Zχ → Zψ for some χ 6= ψ maps Vχ
to Vψ (just view it as a morphism of H-modules). This would contradict
Proposition 3.3. 
Proposition 3.5. Any simple H[W ]-module M such that CXW -action on
M is locally finite is isomorphic to Zχ , for a certain χ ∈ Ŵλ, λ ∈ Λ/W .
Proof. We have Zχ = Ind
H[W ]
H[Wλ]
(Vχ). By Schur lemma and Frobenius
reciprocity: Hom(A,ResB) = Hom(IndA,B) , it suffices to show that
Res
H[W ]
H[Wλ]
(M) has a submodule isomorphic to Vχ. But the latter follows
from the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
Thus, we have reduced classification of simple H[W ]-modules to the
classification of irreducible representations of the finite groupW λ. The latter
group is not a Weyl group, however. Therefore its representation theory is
not classically known in geometric terms. In section 5 we will develop an
analogue of ”Springer theory” for W λ, relating irreducible representations
of W λ to semistable G-bundles on the elliptic curve C∗/qZ.
Remark 3.6. Note that one has the following alternative definition of Zχ:
Zχ := Ind
H[W ]
A[Wλ]
(λ⊗ χ) = H[W ]
⊗
A[Wλ]
(λ⊗ χ) ,
where λ denotes the one-dimensional A[W λ]-module, in which the group
W λ ⊂ A[W λ] acts via the dot-action.
4 Morita equivalence.
The algebra H may be viewed either as an (H[W ],HW ) - bimodule, Hl,
or as an (HW ,H[W ])-bimodule, Hr.
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Proposition 4.1 (cf. [LS, 3.1]). (i) H[W ] and HW are simple rings. These
rings are Morita equivalent via the following functors:
F : H[W ]-mod HW -mod , M 7→ Hr ⊗H[W ] M
I : HW -mod H[W ]-mod , N 7→ Hl ⊗HW N
(ii) There are functorial isomorphisms: F(M) ∼= HomH[W ](Hl,M) ∼= MW .
Proof. (i) See [M, Theorems 2.3 and 2.5(a)]. (ii) Exercise. 
Similar results hold for HWλ- and H[W λ]-modules, respectively. We
write Fλ and Iλ for the corresponding functors.
Since HW commutes with W λ, we may regard Mλ as a left HW ×W λ-
module. Let Lχ = HomWλ(χ
∗,Mλ) be the χ
∗-isotypic component of the
H[W λ]-module Mλ. Notice that by Proposition 4.1(ii) we have
Lχ = (Mλ ⊗C χ)W
λ
= Fλ(Vχ) = H⊗H[Wλ] Vχ = F(Zχ).
Since Mλ ∼=
⊕
χ∈Ŵλ
Lχ ⊗ V ∗χ as HW ×W λ-modules, we deduce an H[W ]-
module decomposition:
Mλ ∼= H⊗H[W ]H[W ]⊗HMλ ∼=
⊕
χ
(H⊗H[W ]Zχ)⊕dχ =
⊕
χ
L
⊕dχ
χ . (4.2)
Theorem 4.3 (cf. [LS, 3.4]). (i) The HW -modules {Lχ , χ ∈ Ŵ λ} are
simple and pairwise non-isomorphic.
(ii) Every simple object of M(HW ,AW ) is isomorphic to Lχ, for some
χ ∈ Ŵ λ.
Proof. (i) Follows from Theorem 3.4 and Morita equivalence. (ii) Follows
from Proposition 3.5 and Morita equvalence. 
Proposition 4.4 (cf. [LS, 3.6]). If Mλ and Mµ have a simple HW -submodule
in common then µ ∈W · λ, in which case Mλ ∼= Mµ.
Proof. By Morita equivalence and the identity Mλ ∼= H⊗H[W ]H[W ]⊗HMλ
it’s enough to consider the H[W ]-modules H[W ]⊗H Mλ and H[W ]⊗H Mµ.
Now consider these modules as H-modules and apply the decomposition
Zχ ∼=
⊕s
j=1wjVχ from the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
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5 Representations and G-bundles on elliptic curves
In this section we fix G, a connected and simply-connected complex
semisimple group. We write T for the abstract Cartan subgroup of G, that
is: T := B/[B,B], for an arbitrary Borel subgroup B ⊂ G, see [CG, ch.3].
LetW denote the abstract Weyl group, the group acting on T and generated
by the given set of simple reflections. We also fix q ∈ C∗ such that |q| < 1,
and set E = C∗/qZ.
For any complex reductive group H we let M(E ,H) denote the moduli
space of topologically trivial semistable H-bundles on E .
Definition 5.1. A G-bundle P ∈ M(E , G) is called ‘semisimple’ if any of
the following 3 equivalent conditions hold:
(i) The structure group of P can be reduced from G to a maximal
torus T ⊂ G;
(ii) The automorphism group AutP is reductive;
(iii) The substack corresponding to the isomorphism class of P is closed
in the stack of all G-bunles on E .
We write M(E , G)ss for the subspace in M(E , G) formed by semisimple
G-bundles. To each G-bundle P ∈ M(E , G) one can assign its semisim-
plification, P s ∈ M(E , G)ss. By definition, P s corresponds to the unique
closed isomorphism class in the stack of G-bunles on E which is contained in
the closure of the isomorphism class of P . This gives the semisimplification
morphism ss : M(E , G) → M(E , G)ss. It is known further that there are
natural isomorphisms of algebraic varieties:
M◦(E ,T) ≃ X∗(T)⊗Z E and M(E , G)ss ≃ (X∗(T)⊗Z E)/W , (5.2)
where M◦(E ,T) stands for the connected component of the trivial repre-
sentation in M(E ,T). Moreover, the connected components of M(E ,T) are
labelled by the lattice X∗(T), and are all isomorphic to each other.
By a B-structure on a G-bundle P we mean a reduction of its structure
group fromG to a Borel subgroup of G. Let B(E , G) denote the moduli space
of pairs: {G-bundle P ∈ M(E , G) , B-structure on P}. Forgetting the B-
structure gives a canonical morphism π : B(E , G) −→ M(E , G). On the
other hand, given a B-structure on P one gets a B-bundle PB , and push-
out via the homomorphism: B ։ B/[B,B] = T gives a T-bundle on E .
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Thus, there is a well-defined morphism of algebraic varieties ν : B(E , G) −→
M(E ,T). Further, set: G˜ = {(x,B) | B is Borel subalgebra in G , x ∈
B}, and let π : G˜→ G be the first projection.
We have the following two commutative diagrams, where the one on the
left is the Grothendieck-Springer ”universal resolution” diagram, cf. e.g.
[CG, ch.3], and the one on the right is its ‘analogue’ for bundles on the
elliptic curve E :
G˜
pi
xxqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
ν
&&
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
M B(E, G)
pi
vvmm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
m
ν
((R
RR
RR
RR
RR
RR
RR
G
&&
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
T
xxqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
M(E, G)
ss
((Q
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ
M(E,T)
vvll
ll
ll
ll
ll
ll
l
Spec(C[G]G) ≃ T/W M(E, G)ss ≃M(E,T)/W
(5.3)
Observe that, for any P ∈ M(E , G) the group Aut P acts naturally
on the set B(E , G)
P
:= π−1(P ) of all B-structures on P . This induces an
action of Aut P/Aut◦P , the (finite) group of connected components, on the
complex top homology group: Htop(B(E , G)P ,C).
Definition 5.4 An irreducible representation of the group Aut P/Aut◦P
is called ‘admissible’ if it occurs in Htop(B(E , G)P ,C) with non-zero multi-
plicity.
One of the main results of this paper is the following
Theorem 5.5 There exists a bijection between the set of (isomorphism
classes of) simple objects ofM(H[W ],A) and the set of (isomorphism classes
of) pairs (P,α), where P ∈M(E , G), and α is an admissible representation
of the group Aut P/(Aut P )◦.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the Theorem. As
a first approximation, recall Proposition 2.5, saying that simple objects of
the category M(H,A) are in one-to-one correspondence with the points of
the abelian variety Λ = T/qZ which is, by (5.2), nothing but M◦(E ,T).
In the same spirit, it turns out that replacing algebra H by H[W ] leads to
the replacement of M(E ,T) to M(E , G), as a parameter space for simple
modules. Specifically, the transition from Proposition 3.5 to G-bundles will
be carried out in two steps. In the first step, we reinterpret the data involved
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in Proposition 3.5 in terms of loop groups, and in the second step we pass
from loop groups to G-bundles.
We need some notation regarding formal loop groups. Let C((z)), C[[z]],
C[z] be the field of formal Laurent series, the ring of formal Taylor series
and the ring of polynomials, respectively. Let G((z)) be the group of all
C((z))-rational points of G, and similarly for G[[z]], G[z]. We consider q-
conjugacy classes in G((z)), i.e. G((z))-orbits on itself under q-conjugation:
g(z) : h(z) 7→ g(qz)h(z)g(z)−1 . A q-conjugacy class, is said to be integral
if it contains at least one element in G[[z]].
Fix a Borel subgroup B = T ·U ⊂ G, where T is a maximal torus of G
and U is the unipotent radical of B. By [BG, Lemma 2.2] we have:
Jordan q-normal form for G[[z]]. Any element h ∈ G[[z]] is q-conjugate
to a product s · b(z), where s ∈ T is a constant loop, and b ∈ U [z] are such
that:
(J1) b(qz) · s = s · b(z),
(J2) Ad s(v) = qmv , for some v ∈ LieG , m > 0 =⇒ v ∈ Lie U .
For any group M , we write M◦ for the identity connected component
ofM , and ZM (x) for the centralizer of an element x inM . Given h ∈ G((z))
we write Gq,h for the q-centralizer of h(z) in G((z)):
Gq,h := {g(z) ∈ G((z)) | g(qz)h(z)g(z)−1 = h(z)}
Let WG = NG(T )/T be the Weyl group of (G,T ). Given s ∈ T , write λ(s)
for its image in Λ = T/qZ, and let W λ(s) denote the isotropy group of the
point λ(s) ∈ T/qZ under the natural W -action.
Theorem 5.6. Let h = s · b ∈ G[[z]] be written in its q-normal form. Then
we have: Gq,h = ZGq,s (b) . Furthermore,
(i) Gq,s is a finite-dimensional reductive group isomorphic to a (not
necessarily connected) subgroup H ⊂ G containing the maximal torus T .
(ii) There exists a unipotent element u ∈ H, uniquely determined up to
conjugacy in H, such that under the isomorphism in (i) we have: Gq,h =
Z
Gq,s
(b)
∼−→ZH(u) .
(iii) The group W λ(s) is isomorphic to WH := NH(T )/T , the ‘Weyl
group’ of the disconnected group H.
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The proof of the Theorem will follow from Lemma 5.11 and Proposition 5.13
given later in this section.
From loop group to G-bundles. In [BG] we have constructed a bijection:
M(E , G) Θ←→ integral q-conjugacy classes in G((z)) . (5.7)
Let P = Θ(h) be the G-bundle corresponding to a q-conjugacy class
of h ∈ G((z)), and P s = ss(P ) its semisimplification. Without loss of
generality we may assume that h is written in its q-normal form: h = s · b.
Using Theorem 5.6 it is easy to verify that under the bijection (5.7) we have:
• P s = Θ(s) and Aut P s ≃ Gq,s ≃ H ⊂ G . (5.8.1)
• Aut P ≃ Gq,h ≃ ZH(u) . (5.8.2)
Further, recall the variety B(E , G)
P
of all B-structures on P , see (5.3). Let
B(E , G)◦
P
denote a connected component of B(E , G)
P
. Write B(H) for the
Flag variety of the group H, and B(H)u for the Springer fiber over u, the
u-fixed point set in B(H). Then we have:
• B(E , G)◦
P
≃ B(H)u . (5.8.3)
Furthermore, the natural ZH◦(u)-action on B(H)u goes under the isomor-
phism above and the imbedding: ZH◦(u) →֒ ZH(u) = Aut P to the natural
Aut P -action on B(P ).
By isomorphism (5.8.3), one identifies the action of the finite group
Zu(H
◦)/Z◦u(H) on: Htop(Bu,C), the top homology, with the action of the
corresponding subgroup of Aut P/Aut◦P on: Htop(B(E , G)◦P ). It follows
that an irreducible representation of Aut P/Aut◦P is admissible in the sense
of Definition 5.2 if and only if the restriction of the corresponding represen-
tation of Zu(H)/Z
◦
u(H) to the subgroup Zu(H
◦)/Z◦u(H) ⊂ Zu(H)/Z◦u(H) is
isomorphic to a direct sum of irreducible representations which have non-
zero multiplicity in the Zu(H
◦)/Z◦u(H)-module H(Bu).
Finally, we observe that the isotropy group W λ(s) occurring in part
(iii) of Theorem 5.6 is exactly the group whose irreducible representations
label the simple objects of the category M(H[W ],A), see Proposition 3.5.
Thus, according to the isomorphismW λ(s) ≃WH of Theorem 5.6(iii), we are
interested in a parametrisation of irreducible representations of the group
WH . Such a parametrisation is provided by a version of the Springer corre-
spondence for disconnected reductive groups, developed in the last section
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(Appendix) of this paper. This concludes an outline of the proof of Theorem
5.6.
We now begin a detailed exposition, and recall the Bruhat decomposi-
tion for the group G[z, z−1]. Let G1[z] ⊂ G[z] denote the subgroup of loops
equal to e ∈ G at z = 0 and denote by U+ the subgroup U · G1[z]. Simi-
larly, U− will denote U− ·G1[z−1] where U− ⊂ G is the unipotent subgroup
opposite to U and G1[z
−1] is the kernel of evaluation map G[z−1] → G at
z =∞.
Proposition 5.9. (cf. [PS, Chapter 8]) Any element of g(z) ∈ G[z, z−1]
admits a unique representation of the form
g(z) = u1(z) · λ(z) · nw · t · u2(z)
where u1(z), u2(z) ∈ U+, λ(z) ∈ Y = Homalg(C∗, T ), t ∈ T , w ∈ W and
u2(z), in addition, satisfies [λ(z)nw] · u2(z) · [λ(z)nw]−1 ∈ U−. 
Corollary 5.10. The q-conjugacy classes that intersect T ⊂ G((z)) are
parametrized by Λ/W .
Proof. Suppose that s ∈ T is q-conjugate to s′ ∈ T by an element g(z) ∈
G((z)). Rewriting this in the form g(qz)s = s′g(z), then using the above
decomposition and its uniqueness, we obtain s′ = w(s) · λ(q). Conversely,
for any w ∈W and λ ∈ Y, the element s is conjugate to w(s) · λ(q) by the
element g(z) = λ(z) · nw. 
Uniqueness of the q-normal Jordan form follows from
Lemma 5.11. Suppose that two loops s ·b(z) and s′ ·b′(z) satisfy the Jordan
form conditions (J1)-(J2), and that f(qz)(s·b(z))f(z)−1 = s′ ·b′(z) for some
f(z) ∈ G((z)). Then f(qz) · s · f(z)−1 = s′ and f(z)b(z)f(z)−1 = b′(z).
Proof. Choose a faithful representation: G→ GL(V ), and a basis in V such
that U maps to upper-triangular matrices and T maps to diagonal matrices.
We may assume without loss of generality that the loops s · b(z) and s′ · b′(z)
are both maped into upper-triangular matrices, A(z) and A′(z), resp.
First we consider the case when all diagonal entries of A(z) (resp. A′(z))
differ only by powers of q, i.e. when they are of the form aqm1 , . . . , aqmk ,
where k is the dimension of V and m1 ≥ m2 ≥ . . . ≥ mk, due to Jordan
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form condition (J2). Further, by the Jordan form condition (J1) all entries
Aij above the diagonal are of the form αijz
mi−mj , i < j, αij ∈ C. Let also
a′qn1 , . . . , a′qnk be the diagonal entries of A′(z) and F (z) be the matrix
correspoding to f(z).
We prove by descending induction on i − j that Fi,j = czl, for an
appropriate constant c and an integer l, depending on i, j. Our proof is
based on the simple observation that, for any constant B and any integer l,
the equation x(qz) = qlx(z) +Bzl admits a solution in C((z)) iff B = 0, in
which case the solution has to be x(z) = czl, c ∈ C.
The largest value of i− j, attained for i = k, j = 1, corresponds to the
lower left corner element Fk,1(z). From the equation F (qz)A(z) = A
′(z)F (z)
one has Fk,1(qz)aq
m1 = Fk,1(z)a
′qnk . If the ratio a/a′ is not a power of q,
this equation, as well as other equations considered below, has only zero
solution (which gives a non-invertible matrix F (z)). Hence we can assume
that a′ = aqr for some integer r. Then the above equation for Fk,1(z) implies
that Fk,1(z) = φk,1z
nk−m1+r for some constant φk,1.
We use this expression for Fk,1 to write the equations for Fk−1,1 and
Fk,2, then write the equations for Fk−2,1, Fk−1,2, Fk,3, etc. In general, by
descending induction on i− j ( ranging from i− j = k−1 to i− j = −k+1)
one obtains equations of the type
Fi,j(qz) = q
ni−mj+rgi,j(z) + Cz
ni−mj+r
for some constant C depending on i, j and the previously computed values
of gs,t. As before, this leads to
C = 0 and Fi,j(z) = φi,jz
ni−mj+r, φij ∈ C
This equation implies that f(qz) · s ·f(z)−1 = s′ and f(z)b(z)f(z)−1 = b′(z)
is an immediate consequence.
In the general case, by Jordan form condition (J1) one can choose a
basis of V so that A(z), A′(z) will have square blocks as in the first part of
the proof (“q-Jordan blocks”) along the main diagonal, and zeros everywhere
else. We can assume that any two diagonal entries which differ by a power
of q, belong to the same block. A direct computation shows that, up to
permutation of blocks in A(z) and A′(z), the conjugating matrix F (z) also
has square blocks along the main diagonal and zeros everywhere else. Now
we apply the above argument to each individual block to obtain the result
in the general case. 
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Corollary 5.12. (i) The assignment: s·b(z) 7→ s descends to a well-defined
map Φ : {integral q− conjugacy classes in G((z))} −→ Λ/W.
(ii) Let s · b(z) be a Jordan q-normal form, and λ ∈ Λ/W the image of
s ∈ T in Λ/W . Then the set Φ−1(λ) can be identified with those (ordinary)
conjugacy classes in Gq,s, the q-centralizer of s in G((z)), which have non-
trivial intersection with U [z]. 
Remark. We will see below that Gq,s is a finite-dimensional reductive
group and that Φ−1(λ) is nothing but the set of unipotent conjugacy classes
in this reductive group.
Now we begin to study the automorphism group of the G-bundle P s
associated to s ∈ T . To describe Gq,s ≃ Aut P s first recall that by [BG,
Lemma 2.5], Gq,s consists of polynomial loops, i.e. Gq,s ⊂ G[z, z−1]. Thus,
there is a well-defined evaluation map evz=1 : Gq,s → G sending a polyno-
mial loop to its value at z = 1. Let H ⊂ G be the image of Gq,s. Write
NH(T ) for the normaliser of T in H, and WH := NH(T )/T for the ‘Weyl
group’ of the (generally diconnected) group H.
Proposition 5.13. (i) The evaluation map evz=1 : Gq,s → G is injective;
(ii) The idenity component H◦ of H equals the connected reductive
subgroup of G corresponding to the root subsystem ∆q,s ⊂ ∆ of all roots
α ∈ ∆ ⊂ Hom(T,C∗) for which α(s) is an integral power of q;
(iii) The group WH is isomorphic to the subgroup W
λ ⊂ W of all
w ∈W which fix λ ∈ Λ = C∗/qZ, the image of s ∈ T .
Proof. The equation g(qz) · s · g(z)−1 = s can be rewritten as g(qz) =
s · g(z) · s−1. We decompose g(z) as in Proposition 5.9 and, using the
uniqueness of this decomposition, obtain
u1(qz) = su1(z)s
−1, u2(qz) = su2(z)s
−1, s = w(s) · λ(q).
Rewrite u1(z) ∈ U+ as exp(
∑∞
k=0
gkz
k), then Ad s(gk) = q
k due to the
first equation. In particular, only finitely many of gk are non-zero and by
by Jordan form condition (J2), gk ∈ Lie (U). Hence u1(z) ∈ U [z] and,
since different eigenspaces of Ad s on Lie (U) have zero intersection, u1(z) is
uniquely determined by u1(1) = exp(
∑N
k=0 gk). The same argument applies
to u2(z). Moreover, since u
′
2 = [λ(z)nw]u2(z)[λ(z)nw]
−1 ∈ U− ·G1[z−1] and
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Ad su′2(z) = u
′
2(qz), we can repeat the argument once more and conclude
that u′2(1) = nwu2(1)n
−1
w ∈ U−.
Now we can show that g(z) is determined by g(1) = u(1)nwtu2(1).
In fact, since u1(1), u2(1) ∈ U and nwu2(1)n−1w ∈ U−, the usual Bruhat
decomposition for g(1) ∈ G implies that nw, u1(1) and u2(1) are uniquely
determined by g(1), hence u1(z) and u2(z) are uniquely determined by g(1).
The element λ(z) can be reconstructed from a and w since s = w(s) · λ(q)
and q is not a root of unity. The proposition follows. 
Example. The following example, showing that the component group
H/H◦ can in fact be nontrivial, was kindly communicated to us by D. Vogan.
Recall that for the root system of type D4, the coroot lattice Y can
be identified with the subgroup of the standard Eucledian lattice L4 =
〈e1, e2, e3, e4〉, (ei, ej) = δij formed by all vectors in L4 with even sum of
coordinates. Then the set of coroots is identified with ±ei ± ej , i 6= j,
and the Weyl group W acts by permuting the ei, and changing the sign of
any even number of the basis vectors ei. The choice of the simple coroots
α∨1 = e1−e2, α∨2 = e2−e3, α∨3 = e3−e4, α∨4 = e3+e4 identifies T = Y⊗ZC∗
with (C∗)4. Now consider the element s = (−1,√q,−1,−√q) ∈ (C∗)4 ≃
T . A straightforward calculation shows that, in the notations of the above
proposition, WH = {±1} while ∆q,s is empty.
End of proof of Theorem 5.5. By Proposition 3.5 we have to establish
the correspondence between the set of pairs (λ, χ) where λ ∈ Λ, χ ∈ Ŵ λ,
and the set of pairs (P,α) as in the statement of Theorem 5.5. Take any lift
s ∈ T of the element λ ∈ Λ and consider the G-bundle P s corresponding
to s, together with its automorphism group H. By Proposition 5.13 (iii)
and Springer Correspondence (see Appendix), the representation χ defines
a unipotent orbit in H-orbit in H◦ together with the admissible represen-
tation α of the centralizer of any point u in this orbit. The element u ∈ H
corresponds via Proposition 5.13 (i) to a certain loop b(z), such that s · b(z)
is a q-normal form. The bundle P corresponds to the q-conjugacy class of
s · b(z). 
It will be convenient for us in the next section to reinterpret the pa-
rameters (P,α) entering Theorem 5.5 in a different way as follows. First,
giving P ∈ M(E , G) is equivalent, according to (5.7), to giving the q-
conjugacy class of an element h(z) ∈ G[[z]]. Using the Jordan q-normal
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form, write h(z) = s · b(z), where s ∈ T , is a semisimple element in G,
the subgroup of constant loops. Furthermore, by Theorem 5.6 we have:
Aut P/Aut◦P = ZGq,s(b)/Z
◦
Gq,s
(b).
Let Q = ss(P ) be the semisimplification of P . By (5.8.1), this is the
G-bundle on E corresponding, under the bijection (5.7), to the constant
loop s. Let G
Q
denote the associated vector bundle on E corresponding
to the principal G-bundle Q and the adjoint representation of the group
G. By construction, b(z) is a polynomial loop with unipotent values that
q-commutes with s. Hence b(z) gives rise to a unipotent automorphism
bˆ ∈ Aut Q. This way one obtains a bijection:
M(E , G) ←→
{
semisimple G-bundle Q ∈M(E , G)ss
and a unipotent element u ∈ Aut Q
}
. (5.14)
It is not difficult to show that the set B(E , G)
P
, see (5.8.3) gets identified,
under the bijection above, with the set of u-stable B-structures on the G-
bundle ss(P ).
Fix q ∈ C∗, which is not a root of unity. An element of the group
G((z)) will be called q-semisimple, resp. q-unipotent, if it is q-conjugate to
a constant semisimple loop, resp. conjugate (in the ordinary sense) to an
element of U [z]. Write G((z))
q−ss
and G((z))
q−uni
for the sets of q-semisimple
and q-unipotent elements, respectively. Given h(z) ∈ G((z)), recall the
notation Gq,h for the q-centralizer of h in G((z)), and for any u(z) ∈ G((z)),
put
Zq,h(u) = {g(z) ∈ G((z))
∣∣∣ g(qz)h(z) = h(z)g(z) & g(z)u(z) = u(z)g(z)}
a simultaneous ‘centralizer’ of h(z) and u(z). If h is q-semisimple and u
q-commutes with h, then the group Zq,h(u) acts on B(Gq,h)u, the u-fixed
point set in the Flag variety of the finite-dimensional reductive group Gq,h,
see Theorem 5.6(i). This gives a Zq,h(u)/Z
◦
q,h(u)-action on H∗(B(Gq,h)u),
the total homology. An irreducible representation of the component group
Zq,h(u)/Z
◦
q,h(u) is said to be admissible if it occurs in H∗(B(Zq,h)u) with
non-zero multiplicity. We let ̂Zq,h(u)/Z
◦
q,h(u) denote the set of admissible
Zq,h(u)/Z
◦
q,h(u)-modules (cf. Definition 5.2 and the paragraph below for-
mula (5.8.3)).
We now consider the following set:
M =
{
(s, u, χ)
∣∣∣ s ∈ G((z))q−ss , u ∈ G((z))q−uni
s(z)u(z)s(z)−1 = u(qz) , χ ∈ ̂Zq,s(u)/Z◦q,s(u)
}
(5.15)
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Thus, we can reformulate Theorem 5.5 as follows
Theorem 5.16. There exists a natural bijection between the set of isomor-
phism classes of simple objects of M(H[W ],A) and the set of q-conjugacy
classes in M.
6 From quantum tori to the Cherednik algebra
Let ∆ ∈ X be a finite reduced root system, and W the corresponding
finite Weyl group generated by the simple reflections si , i = 1, . . . , l. Let
H be the Hecke algebra associated to W . Thus, H is a free module over
the Laurent polynomial ring, C[t, t−1], with the standard C[t, t−1]-basis
{Tw, w ∈ W}, see [KL]. The base elements Ti , i = 1, . . . , l, corresponding
to the simple reflections si ∈ W generate H, satisfy the braid relations and
the quadratic identity: (Ti − t)(Ti + t−1) = 0 , i = 1, . . . , l.
Write X and Y for the root and co-weight lattices of our root system,
respectively. Set T := C∗ ⊗
Z
Y, the corresponding torus, and let C(T )
denote the algebra of rational (meromorphic) functions on T. As before, we
write weights λ as functions on T using the notation eλ.
Let
•
∆ be the affine root system corresponding to the extended Dynkin
diagram of ∆, and
•
T = T × C∗ the corresponding torus. We write q for
the function on T × C∗ given by the second projection. Thus, we identify
C[q,q−1] with the coordinate ring of the group C∗, and will write q for
the value of the function q at a particular point. Let
•
W = W ⋉ Y be
the (extended) affine Weyl group. The affine Hecke algebra
•
H associated to
the affine Weyl group has l + 1 generators Ti , i = 0, 1, . . . , l. The algebra
•
H has a standard faithful representation on C[
•
T ] such that the operators
Ti , i = 0, 1, . . . , l, are realized by the Demazure-Lusztig operators:
Tˆi = tsi +
t− t−1
eα − 1 (si − 1) , i = 0, 1, . . . , l. (6.1)
Recall that the double-affine Hecke algebra,
••
H introduced by Chered-
nik, see [Ch] and also [Ki], may be defined as the subalgebra of C[t, t−1]-
linear endomorphisms of C(
•
T )[t, t−1] generated by multiplication operators
by the elements of C[
•
T ] and by the l + 1 operatrs (6.1). This algebra will
be referred to as the ‘Cherednik algebra’, for short.
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We now construct a family of associative algebras
••
Hv, depending on
a parameter v ∈ C. Specifically, we let ••Hv be the subalgebra of C[t, t−1]-
linear endomorphisms of C(
•
T )[t, t−1] generated by multiplication operators
(by elements of C[
•
T ]), and by the following (l + 1) v-deformed operators:
Tˆi,v = tsi +
v(t − t−1)
eα − 1 (si − 1) , i = 0, 1, . . . , l. (6.2)
Then Tˆ2i,v = v(t−t−1)Tˆi,v+v+t2(1−v), and the Tˆi,v satisfy braid relations,
by [BE]. We note that the eigenvalues of Tˆi,v are t and v(t−t−1)−t. Clearly,
for v = 1 we have:
••
Hv =
••
H and, moreover,
••
Hv ≃
••
H , for any v 6= 0. On the
other extreme, for v = 0 we have:
••
H |v=0 ≃ H[W ], where H = H(X⊕Y) is
the quantum torus considered in §2. Thus, we can interpret the Cherednik
algebra as a deformation of the algebra H[W ]. Note that the usual finite
and affine Hecke algebras are naturally deformed as subalgebras in
••
Hv.
Remark. In the notation of [GKV], the algebra
••
Hv may be characterised
as the one associated to the vanishing condition Tα,1−v(1−t−2). 
We now turn to representation theory of the Cherednik algebra. We are
interested in parametrizing all simple objects of the category M( ••H , CX).
By a standard argument based on Schur lemma, the parameters q and t
specialize to scalars in any simple
••
H -module from the categoryM( ••H , CX).
Thus, for any q, t ∈ C∗, we may consider the subcategory Mq,t(
••
H , CX) of
those
••
H -modules on which q acts as q, and t acts as t. Thus, we fix q , t,
and assume from now on that both q and t are not roots of unity. Notice
that a q-unipotent element can be rased to the complex power t.
We introduce the following deformation of the set M, see (5.15):
Mt =
{
(s, u, χ)
∣∣∣ s ∈ G((z))q−ss , u ∈ G((z))q−uni
s(z)u(z)s(z)−1 = u(qz)t , χ ∈ ̂Zq,s(u)/Z◦q,s(u)
}
(6.3)
Higgs bundle interpretation. It is instructive to reformulate the data
consisting of a triple (s, u, χ) ∈Mt in terms of G-bundles as follows.
First, identify Pic◦(E), the Picard variety of degree 0 line bundles on
the elliptic curve E = C∗/qZ, with C∗/qZ. Let Lt ∈ Pic◦(E) denote the
degree 0 line bundle corresponding to the image of the complex number t
under the projection: C∗ ։ C∗/qZ = Pic◦(E). Further, given a principal
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semisimple G-bundle P ∈ M(E , G)ss, write g
P
for the associated vector
bundle corresponding to the adjoint representation in g = LieG. We call
a pair (P, x), where x is a regular section of g
P
⊗ Lt , a Higgs bundle. Let
Higgs(E , G)nil be the moduli space of isomorphism classes of triples (P, x, χ),
where P ∈ M(E , G)ss, x is a nilpotent regular section of g
P
⊗ Lt , and
χ is an irreducible admissible representation of Aut(P, x)/Aut◦(P, x), the
component group of the group of automorphisms of the Higgs bundle (P, x).
We claim that there is the following canonical bijection, that should be
thought of as a ‘t-deformation’ of the bijection (5.14):{
q-conjugacy classes of triples (s, u, χ) ∈Mt
}
←→ Higgs(E , G)nil (6.4)
The bijection assigns to a triple (s, u, χ) ∈Mt the triple (P, x, χ), where P is
the semi-simple bundle attached to the semisimple element s, see (5.8.1), and
x is a section of g
P
⊗Lt arising from the loop: log(u) ∈ Lie (Gq,s) ⊂ g((z)) ,
which is well-defined since u is unipotent. It is straightforward to see, using
the results of §5, that this assignment sets up a bijection as in (6.4).
Based on the similarity with Theorem 5.16, we propose the following
double-affine version of the Deligne-Langlands-Lusztig conjecture for affine
Hecke algebras (proved in [KL2], see also [CG]).
Deligne-Langlands-Lusztig Conjecture for Cherednik algebras 6.5.
If q and t are not roots of unity, then there exists a canonical bijection
between the set of (isomorphism classes of) simple objects of the category
Mq,t(
••
H , CX) and the set of q-conjugacy classes in Mt.
Another evidence in favor of Conjecture 6.5 comes from the result of
Garland-Grojnowski announced [GG]. Garland-Grojnowski gave a construc-
tion of the double affine Hecke algebra in terms of equivariant K-theory of
some infinite-dimensional space. Modulo several ‘infinite dimesionality’ dif-
ficulties, Conjecture 6.5 might have been deduced from the K-theoretic re-
alization using the nowadays standard techniques, see [CG]. Unfortunately,
the difficulties arising from ‘infinite dimesionality’ are extremely serious, and
at the moment we do not see any way to overcome them. That might look
strange since infinite dimensional spaces almost never appear in [GG] explic-
itly, and the authors of [GG] always avoid them by working with their finite-
dimensional approximations. This is deceptive, however, because in order
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to apply the standard techniques of [CG], one has to reformulate the con-
structions of [GG] in manifestly infinite-dimensional terms involving, in par-
ticular, equivariant K-theory with respect to an infinite-dimensional group
like G((z)) (as opposed to the T -equivariant K-theory used in [GG]). Un-
fortunately, such a theory does not exist at the moment, for instance, it is
not even clear what should be the corresponding equivariant K-group of a
point. As a consequence, the crucial ”localization at fixed points” reduction
does not apply.
7 Operator realization of the Cherednik algebra.
For each µ ∈ Y = X∗(T ), we introduce a q-shift operator, see [Ki],
Dµ
q
: C(T )→ C(T ) by letting it act by the formula
(Dµqf)(t) = f(q
2µ · t) , t ∈ T.
The operators of multiplication by eλ , λ ∈ X = X∗(T ), and Dµq , µ ∈ Y ,
satisfy the commutation relation: Dµq ◦e
λ = q2〈λ,µ〉 ·eλ◦Dµq . Thus, these oper-
ators generate an algebra isomorphic to the quantum torus H = H(X⊕Y).
We consider C-linear endomorphisms of C(T ) of the form
h =
∑
w∈W,µ∈Y
hw,µ · Dµq · [w] : f 7→
∑
w∈W,µ∈Y
hw,µ · Dµq (wf) , (7.1)
where hw,µ ∈ C(T ) , and f 7→ wf denotes the natural action of w ∈ W on
C(T ). The set of all such operators forms an associative algebra H
frac
[W ],
isomorphic to a smash product of the group algebra C[W ] with the algebra
H
frac
of difference operators on T with rational coefficients. Observe that
the algebra H
frac
is a slight enlargement of the quantum torus algebra H =
H(X ⊕ Y). The difference between H
frac
and H is that we are allowing
coefficients of difference operators to be rational, not just polynomial.
In [GKV], the Cherednik algebra
••
H has been realized as a subalgebra
of the smash product algebra C(T ) > C[
•
W ]. Theorem 7.2 below gives a
similar description of
••
H with the affine Weyl group
•
W being replaced by
the finite group W at the cost of replacing the commutative algebra C(T )
by a non-commutative algebra of finite-difference operators. Note that the
smash product algebra C(T ) > C[
•
W ] may be viewed as a smash product
H
frac
[W ] = H
frac
>C[W ].
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For a root β ∈ ∆ let ǫ(β) = 1 if β /∈ R+, ǫ(β) = 0 otherwise. Given
τ ∈ C, and a root α ∈ ∆, let Tα,τ be the divisor in T given by the condition
eα = τ. Let Tα = Tα,1. The main result of this section is the following
operator description of the double-affine Hecke algebra
••
H , similar to the
description of the affine Hecke algebra given in [GKV].
Theorem 7.2. The algebra
••
H is isomorphic to the subalgebra of H
frac
[W ]
formed by all the elements h =
∑
w∈W,µ∈Y hw,µD
µ
q
· [w] whose coefficients
hw,µ ∈ C(T ) satisfy the following conditions:
(7.2.1) hw,µ is regular, except at divisors Tα,q2k , k ∈ Z, where they may
have first order poles.
(7.2.2) Res
T
α,q−2k
(hw,µ) + Res T
α,q−2k
(hsαw,kα+sαµ) = 0, ∀α ∈ ∆ ;
(7.2.3) For each α ∈ ∆+ the function hw,µ vanishes at the divisor Tα,p for
the following values of p:
p = q2kt−2 if 〈α, µ〉 < 0, and 0 ≤ k ≤ |〈α, µ〉+ 1− ǫ(w−1(α))|
p = t−2 if 〈α, µ〉 = 0, and ǫ(w−1(α)) = 1
p = q−2kt2 if 〈α, µ〉 > 0, and 1 ≤ k ≤ |〈α, µ〉 − ǫ(w−1(α))|.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this Theorem, which
will be based on the ‘zero-residue’ construction of the algebra
••
H given in
[GKV].
Recall that the affine root system has the subset of real roots
•
∆re which
are the affine roots whose restriction to T ⊂ •T is nonconstant. Given τ ∈ C,
and a root γ ∈ •∆, let •T γ,τ be the divisor in
•
T given by the condition eγ = τ.
Let
•
T γ =
•
T γ,1. According to [GKV], each operator f ∈
••
H is written as
f =
∑
w∈
•
W
fw[w] (7.3)
and the coefficients fw satisfy certain zero-residue conditions. The condi-
tions in [GKV] on the coefficients fw for w ∈
•
W are as follows:
(7.4.1) Each fw has at worst first order poles at the divisors
T˜γ , for γ a real root, and is otherwise regular.
(7.4.2) For each w ∈ •W and real root γ, we have:
Res T˜γ
(fw) + Res T˜γ (fsγw) = 0.
(7.4.3) The function fw vanishes on T˜α,t−2 whenever γ is a
positive real root and w−1(γ) < 0.
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Since
•
W = Y ⋊W we can rewrite the expression on the RHS of (7.3) as
f =
∑
w∈W,µ∈Y
hw,µ [µ · w] .
The hw,µ satisfy certain zero-residue conditions arising from (7.4.1)–(7.4.3).
We are now going to translate each of the conditions 7.4.(i) , i = 1, 2, 3, into
the corresponding conditions of Theorem 7.2.(i).
(7.4.1) =⇒ (7.2.1) The real roots are of the form α + kδ, α ∈ ∆,
k ∈ Z. We take eδ = q2. Then the condition eα+kδ = 1 defines the divisor
Tα,q−2k .
(7.4.2) =⇒ (7.2.2) In •W , we have the formula: sα+kδqνw =
qα+sαµsαw , where α + kδ is a real root, sα+kδ is the corresponding re-
flection, w ∈W , and for ν ∈ Y , qν represents the corresponding translation
in
•
W . Then (7.4.2), in the case β = α+ kδ, gives (7.2.2).
(7.4.3) =⇒ (7.2.3) We know that hw,µ vanishes at the divisor
T˜γ,t−2 whenever γ ∈
•
∆
+
re
and (µw)−1(γ) 6∈ •∆+
re
. For α ∈ ∆+, the divi-
sor Tα,p can arise from three types of roots in
•
∆
+
re
: (i) α + kδ , k > 0 , (ii)
α , (iii) −α+ kδ , k > 0. In case (i), we get:
(µw)−1(α+ kδ) = w−1(α) + (k + 〈α, µ〉)δ . (7.6)
Hence, hw,µ vanishes at T˜α+lδ,t−2 , provided 〈α, µ〉 < 0 and l = 0, 1, . . . ,−〈α, µ〉
if ǫ(w−1α) = 1, and for l = 0, 1, . . . ,−〈α, µ〉−1 if ǫ(w−1α) = 0. The equa-
tion for the divisor: T˜α+lδ,t−2 = Tα,q2lt−2 , yields the first case. Cases (ii)
and (iii) follow similarly, using (7.6). 
We would like to propose a characterisation of the Cherednik algebra
similar to the characterisation of the affine Hecke algebra given in [GKV,
Theorem 2.2]. To this end, let M
frac
denote a rank one vector space over
C(
•
T ) with generator m. For each i = 0, 1, . . . , l, define an action of si ∈
•
W
on M
frac
by the formula:
sˆi : f ·m 7→ si(f) · q
−1 · eαi/2 − q · e−αi/2
q−1 · e−αi/2 − q · eαi/2 ·m , f ∈ C(
•
T ) (7.7)
It is easy to see that the assignment: si 7→ sˆi , i = 0, 1, . . . , l, extends to a
representation of the affineWeyl group
•
W onM
frac
. This way one makesM
frac
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a module over the smash-product algebra C[
•
W ]>C(
•
T ). LetM ⊂M
frac
be the
free C[
•
T ]-submodule generated bym. It is straightforward to verify that M
is stable under the action of the elements: Tˆi ∈ C[
•
W ]>C(
•
T ) , i = 0, 1, . . . , l,
defined by formula (6.1).
Question. How to reformulate (7.7) in terms of difference operators ?
8 Spherical subalgebra
Set W (t) :=
∑
w t
2l(w) , and let e = 1W (t) ·
∑
w t
l(w) · Tw ∈ H be the
central idempotent, see [KL], corresponding to the 1-dimensional H-module:
Tw 7→ tl(w). We identify H with a subalgebra of
••
H in a natural way, and
regard e as an element of
••
H . Write e
••
He for the subalgebra e · ••H · e ⊂
••
H , which we call the spherical subalgebra. Unlike the case of affine Hecke
algebra, the subalgebra e
••
He is not commutative.
We now give an explicit ‘operator’ description of the Spherical subal-
gebra. Let s1, · · · , sl be the simple reflections in W .
Theorem 8.1. An element h =
∑
µ∈Y , w∈W hw,µ ·Dµq [w] ∈
••
H , see Theorem
7.2, belongs to e
••
He if and only if, for any i = 1, . . . , l, we have:
(i) hsiw,siµ = si(hw,µ) ;
(ii) hwsi,µ = hw,µ · Dµqw(
t2eαi − 1
eαi − t2 ) .
Proof. We first consider the SL2 case. Since e is idempotent, e
••
He is the
1–eigenspace for the left and right actions of e. From the formula for the
operator Tα given by (6.1), we can write e = a · sα + b · 1 with
a =
t2eα − 1
(1 + t2)(eα − 1) ; b =
eα − t2
(1 + t2)(eα − 1) .
It is straightforward to check that: sα(a) = b and a = 1 − b. Write: h =∑
n∈Z (hnD
nρˇ
q sα + gnD
nρˇ
q ). Then, the equation e · h = h implies: hn =
sα(g−n) . Similarly, the equation h = h · e implies:
hn = gn · (t
2q2neα − 1
q2neα − t2 ) .
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The general case follows from the fact that ifM is a left or right module
for the finite Hecke algebra, then m ∈ e ·M if and only if Ti ·m = t ·m for
all i = 1, . . . , l . 
Remark. We note that ( t
2q2neα−1
q2neα−t2 ) = D
nρˇ
q
( t
2eα−1
eα−t2 ). Moreover, the ex-
pression ( t
2eα−1
eα−t2 ) appears in work of Drinfeld on affine quantum groups
[Dr], and has been interpreted as a characteristic class in [GV].
We can deform the idempotent e to obtain a family of idempotents
ev ∈
••
H v as follows. Given w ∈ W , write its reduced decomposition: w =
si1 · · · sil . Put: Tw,v := Ti1,v · . . . · Til,v ∈
••
H v . It is standard to show that
this element is independent of the choice of reduced decomposition of w. We
let: y := t− v(t− t−1), and put:
W (t, v) :=
∑
w∈W
(
t
y
)l(w)
, ev :=
1
W (t, v)
·
∑
w∈W
1
yl(w)
Tw,v
It is easy to check that Ti,v · ev = t · ev, and to derive from this that ev
is an idempotent. Using the family of idempotents: ev ∈
••
H v we define a
family of spherical subalgebras: ev
••
Hvev ⊂
••
H v. Note that for v = 0 we
have: e0
••
H 0e0
∼= HW .
We would like to deform the representations of HW constructed in §4.
Assume from now on that both q and t are not roots of unity.
Deformation Conjecture 8.2. If ∆ is the root system of type An then,
for any λ ∈ Λ , χ ∈ Ŵ λ, the simple H[W ]-module Zχ, see Proposition
3.5, can be deformed, for each v 6= 0, to a simple object of the category
Mq,t(
••
Hv , CX).
The most trivial representation of HW is the one in the space of invari-
ant polynomials: C[T ]W = e0C[T ] . This space is easily deformed to evC[T ],
yielding a representation of ev
••
Hvev.
Next, we deform the sign representation. To this end, define the Iwahori-
Matsumoto involution Ξ on the algebra
••
Hv by the formulas:
Ξ(Ti,v) = v(t − t−1)− Ti,v, Ξ(eµ) = e−µ .
Let εv =
∑
w∈W (−1)ℓ(w) · Tw,v ∈ H denote the standard anti-symmetriser.
It is easy to check that Ξ is an algebra automorphism such that: Ξ(ev) = εv.
Hence, the Iwahori-Matsumoto involution gives an algebra isomorphism Ξ :
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ev
••
Hvev
∼−→ εv
••
H vεv. Composing this isomorphism with the natural εv
••
H vεv-
action on the space εvC[T ] we get a new ‘sign-representation’ of ev
••
Hvev.
For v = 0, for instance, this gives the representation of HW on the space:
C[T ]sgn := {P ∈ C[T ]
∣∣∣ w(P ) = sgn(w) · P , ∀w ∈ W} . Thus, we have
constructed a family of representations of ev
••
Hvev, a deformation of the
representation of HW corresponding to the sign representation. It is likely
that, for g = gln, an extention of this construction to more general Young
symmetrisers, would allow to deform simple HW -modules corresponding to
other representations of the Symmetric group, cf. Theorem 4.3.
Provided Conjecture 8.2 holds we expect, moreover, that (in the non
root of unity case) all simple objects of Mq,t(
••
Hv , CX) can be obtained by
deformation of simple H[W ]-modules Zχ (for type An).
Remark 8.3. There are natural functors, cf. Proposition 4.1:
F :
••
H -mod e
••
He-mod , M 7→ e ••H
⊗
••
H
M
I : e
••
He-mod 
••
H -mod , N 7→ ••He
⊗
e
••
H e
N
However, unlike the situation considered in §4, these functors do not give
rise to Morita equivalence, in general, because the natural maps:
••
He
⊗
e
••
H e
e
••
H −→ ••H , e ••H
⊗
••
H
••
He −→ e••He
generally fail to be injective. We expect that the functors F and I do provide
a Morita equivalence if t and q are specialized to complex numbers t and q,
respectively, such that tm 6= qn, for any (m,n) ∈ Z2 r (0, 0).
Springer correspondence for disconnected groups.
In this Appendix we show how to extend the classical Springer Correspon-
dence to the case of not necessarily connected reductive groups. First we
recall briefly (see [CG, Chapter 3] for details) the situation for a general
connected reductive group, such as the group H◦ of §5.
Let N ⊂ H◦ be the subset of unipotent elements and B the vari-
ety of Borel subgroups in H◦. The subvariety N˜ ⊂ B × N of all pairs
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{(BH , u) | u ∈ BH}, provides an H◦-equivariant smooth resolution π :
N˜ → N , called the Springer resolution.
Denote by Z the fiber product N˜ ×N N˜ , which can also be indentified
with (cf. [CG]) the subvariety in T ∗(B ×B) given by the union of conormal
bundles to the H◦-orbits on B × B (with respect to the diagonal action).
The top Borel-Moore homology group H(Z) is endowed with a structure of
an associative algebra via the convolution product (see [CG]). Moreover, the
setW ⊂ H(Z) of fundamental classes of irreducible components of Z, forms
a group with respect to the convolution product, called the abstract Weyl
group, andH(Z) can be identified with the group algebra ofW. A particular
choice of a Borel subgroup BH ⊃ T identifies the usual Weyl group W ◦ =
NH◦(T )/T with W by sending the class of nw ∈ NH◦ to the fundamental
class of the conormal bundle to the H◦-orbit of (BH , nwBHn
−1
w ) ∈ B × B.
Consider a unipotent orbit O ⊂ N . The top Borel-Moore homology
groups of the fibers of π : N˜ → N over O, form an irreducible local system
LO on O which is equivariant with respect to W × H◦ (the action of W
in the fibers of LO comes from the convolution construction, cf [CG], and
the action of H◦ from the H◦-equivariance of π). Decompose LO into a
direct sum of irreducible W×H◦-equivariant local systems L1, . . . , Lk. For
any representation φ of W we can consider the local system Ii formed by
the W-invariants of the tensor product φ∨ ⊗ Li. It turns our that, for any
irreducible representation φ, there exists a unique orbit Oφ and a unique
Lφ ∈ {L1, . . . , Lk} for which the local system Iφ, constructed from φ as
above, is non-zero. Moreover, such Iφ is an irreducible H
◦-equivariant local
system associated to a “admissible representation” (in the sense of Definition
5.2) of the component group of the centralizer Zu of a point u ∈ O. Below
we will use the language of equivariant local systems (which is equivalent to
the language of admissible representations).
The Springer correspondence φ 7→ (Oφ, Iφ) gives a bijection between the
set of irreducible representations of its Weyl group W and the set of pairs
(O, I) where O is a unipotent orbit of H◦ and I is a certain H◦-equivariant
irreducible local system on O coming from a admissible representation of
Zu/Z
◦
u.
We proceed to representation theory of the ‘Weyl group’WH = NH(T )/T
of a disconnected reductive group H (see Prop. 5.13).
Lemma A.1 A choice of a Borel subgroup BH ⊃ T in H◦ identifies the
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Weyl group WH with the semidirect product W
◦ ⋊ (WH/W
◦). Moreover,
one has a canonical isomorphism H/H◦ ≃WH/W ◦H .
Proof. Consider the subgroup N ′(T ) := NH(BH) ∩ NH(T ). Then the em-
bedding N ′(T ) ⊂ H induces the isomorphisms
H/H◦ ≃ N ′(T )/T ≃WH/W ◦
Since N ′(T ) is a subgroup of NH(T ), we obtain an embedding WH/W
◦ ⊂
WH . Now the assertion of the Lemma follows. 
Remark. A different choice Borel subgroup B′H containing T gives a con-
jugate embedding w(WH/W
◦)w−1 ⊂ WH , where w ∈ W ◦ is the unique
element which conjugates BH into B
′
H .
Note that H acts on N and on N˜ . In particular H permutes the
irreducible components of Z. That induces an H/H◦-action on W by group
automorphisms.
Proposition A.2. The isomorphism W =W ◦ (depending on the choice of
BH) and the canonical isomorphism H/H
◦ ≃ WH/W ◦, identify the above
action of H/H◦ onW, with the conjugation action ofWH/W
◦ onW ◦ arising
from Lemma A.2.
Proof. It suffices to replace the pair (H,H◦) by (N ′(T ), T ). Let nw be a lift
to NH◦ of a certain element w ∈ W , and let Zw be the cotangent bundle
to the orbit of (BH , nwBHn
−1
w ) ∈ B × B. Similarly, let nσ ∈ N ′(T ) be a
lift of an element σ ∈ WH/W ◦. Denote σwσ−1 ∈ W ◦ ⊂ WH by wσ, then
nwσ = nσnwn
−1
σ is a lift of w
σ to NH◦(T ).
By definition of N ′(T ) the element nσ normalizes BH . Hence nw sends
(BH , nwBn
−1
w ) to (BH , nwσBHn
−1
wσ). Thus, nσ · Zw = Zwσ . 
Now we recall the basic facts of Clifford theory (cf. [Hu]) which apply
to any finite group WH and its normal subroup W
◦, not necessarily arising
as Weyl groups.
The group WH acts by conjugation on the set Ŵ
◦ of irreducible repre-
sentations ofW ◦. Let V1 . . .Vk be the orbits of its action. For any irreducible
representation ψ ∈ ŴH we can find an orbit Vi(ψ) and a positive integer e,
such that the restriction of ψ to W ◦ is isomorphic to a multiple of the orbit
sum:
ψ|W0 ≃ e ·
(∑
φ∈Vi(ψ)
φ
)
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Fix φ ∈ Vi(ψ) and consider the subset (ŴH)φ ⊂ ŴH of all representations
whose restriction to W ◦ contains an isotypical component isomorphic to φ
(and hence automatically all representations in the orbit of φ). Obviously,
ŴH is a disjoint union of (ŴH)φi , where φi ∈ Vi is any representative of the
orbit Vi.
To study (ŴH)φ we consider the stabilizer W
φ ⊂Wa of φ ∈ Ŵ ◦. Then
by Clifford theory (cf. [Hu]), the induction from W φ to WH establishes a
bijection between (Ŵ φ)φ and (ŴH)φ. Moreover, any linear representation
χ ∈ (Ŵ φ)φ is isomorphic to the tensor product p1 ⊗ p2 of two projective
representations p1 and p2 (cf. [Hu]) such that
(i) p1(x) = φ(x), p2(x) = 1 if x ∈W ◦
(ii) p1(gx) = p1(g)φ(x) and p1(xg) = φ(x)p1(g) if x ∈W ◦, g ∈WH .
Thus, p2 is a projective representation of WH/W
◦ which plays the role
of the multiplicity space of dimension e in terms of the above formula for
ψ|W ◦ . The second condition means that the projective cocycle of p1 is in fact
lifted fromW φ/W ◦. From now on we will fix the decomposition χ = p1⊗p2.
Let ŴH denote the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible represen-
tations of WH . Further, for any unipotent conjugacy class O ⊂ H, let
Admiss(O) stand for the set of (isomorphism classes of) irreducible admissi-
ble (in the sense of Definition 5.2) H-equivariant local systems on O.
Theorem A.3. There exists a bijection between the following sets:
ŴH ←→
{
unipotent conjugacy class
O ⊂ H and α ∈ Admiss(O)
}
Proof. Take an irreducible representation ρ of WH and let φ ∈ Ŵ ◦ be an
irreducible subrepresentation of ρ|W ◦. By Clifford theory ρ is induced from
a certain representation χ ∈ (Ŵ φ)φ as above.
Recall that by Springer Correspondence for W ◦ the irreducible rep-
resentation φ gives rise to a unipotent H◦ orbit Oφ together with an H◦-
equivariant local system Iφ. We will show how to construct from χ = p1⊗p2
the corresponding local system for H.
As a first step, we will construct a certian local system I˜χ on Oφ. This
local system is equivariant with respect to the subgroup Hφ ⊂ H which
corresponds to W φ ⊂WH via the isomorphism H/H◦ =WH/W ◦ of Lemma
A.1 (it is easy to prove using Proposition A.2, that Hφ is the subgroup
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of all elements in H which preserve the orbit O and the local system Iφ).
Then, imitating the induction map (Ŵ φ)φ → (ŴH)φ we will obtain an H-
equivariant local system on the unique unipotent H-orbit which contains Oφ
as its connected component.
We fix the choice of Borel subgroup BH and, in particular, the isomor-
phisms: W ≃W ◦ and WH ≃W ◦ ⋊ (WH/W ◦).
Step 1. Recall that the Springer resolution π : N˜ → N is H-equivariant.
It follows from the definitions that there exists an action of Hφ on the total
space of Lφ, which extends the natural action of H
◦. However, the extended
action does not commute with the W ◦-action any more. Instead, it satisfies
the identity h(w · s) = h(w) · h(s) where h ∈ Hφ, w ∈ W ◦ and s is a
local section of Lφ. We would like to use the formula Iφ = (φ
∨ ⊗ Lφ)W ◦
to define the Hφ-equivariant structure on Iφ. To that end, we have to
construct an action of Hφ on φ∨ which agrees with the W ◦-action in the
same way as before. This is done by using the composition Hφ → Hφ/H◦ =
W φ/W ◦ →֒WH and the projective action ofWH on p∨1 coming from Clifford
theory (recall that p∨1 extends theW
◦-action on the vector space of φ∨). By
Proposition A.2 the two actions of Hφ on W ◦ coincide, hence the projective
action of Hφ on p∨1 ⊗Lφ indeed satisfies h(w ·s) = h(w) ·h(s). Consequently,
the local system Iφ = (p
∨
1 ⊗ Lφ)W
◦
carries a projective action of Hφ.
Now we tensor the local system Iφ with the vector space of the projec-
tive representation p∨2 . Since H
φ acts on the vector space of p∨2 via the same
composition Hφ → Hφ/H◦ ≃ W φ/W ◦ →֒ WH , the tensor product p∨2 ⊗ Iφ
carries an apriori projective action of Hφ. However, since the projective
cocyles of p1 and p2, well-defined as functions on W
φ/W ◦, are mutually in-
verse, the same can be said about the projective cocycles of the Hφ-actions
on Iφ and p
∨
2 . Therefore, these cocycle cancel out giving a linear action on
the tensor product. This means that p∨2 ⊗ Iφ is given the structure of an
Hφ-equivariant local system, to be denoted by I˜χ.
Step 2. Next we consider a larger subgroup Ĥφ which preserves the unipo-
tent orbit Oφ, but not necessarily the local system Iφ. It is easy to check that
the composition Ĥφ×Hφ I˜φ → Ĥφ×Hφ Oφ → Oφ defines an Ĥφ-equivariant
local system Iˆχ over Oφ. Finally, Iχ = H ×Ĥφ Iˆχ is an H-equivariant local
system over H ×Ĥφ Oφ. Note that the latter space is nothing but the union
of those unipotent H◦-orbits which are conjugate to each other with respect
the the larger group H, i.e. a single unipotent H-orbit. It is easy to check
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that the assignment: χ 7→ Iχ, χ ∈ (Ŵ φ)φ together with the decomposition:
ŴH =
⋃
φi∈Vi
(ŴH)φ and the induction isomorphisms: (Ŵ
φ)φ
∼−→ (ŴH)φ
yields the correspondence of the Theorem. 
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